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Prognostic significance of adenocarcinoma histology in women with cervical cancer 
Vijaya Galic et al 2012                                                                 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ygyno.2012.01.012

SEARS 1988 to 2005.                          

(squamous, adenocarcinoma, and adenosquamous).

N=24,562, 17% were Adenocarcinoma

IB1-IIA tumors, patients with adenocarcinomas were 39% (HR=1.39) 

more likely to die from their tumors than those with SCC. For patients 

IIB-IVA women with adenocarcinomas were 21% (HR=1.21) more likely 

to die from their tumors than those with SCC. 

Five-year survival for stage IIIB was 31.3% for SCC vs. 20.3% for 

adenocarcinomas.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ygyno.2012.01.012


Locally advanced adenocarcinoma and adenosquamous carcinomas of the cervix 

compared to squamous cell carcinomas of the cervix in Gynecologic Oncology 

Group trials of cisplatin-based chemoradiation.               
Peter G. Rose et al 2014 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ygyno.2014.08.018

N=1671, 182 (10.9%) were Adeno- and Adenosquamous.

When treated with radiation therapy alone, the 70 patients with adeno- and 

adenosquamous carcinoma of the cervix showed a statistically poorer overall 

survival (p = 0.0499) compared to the 647 patients with squamous cell 

carcinoma of the cervix. 

However, when treated with radiation therapy with concurrent cisplatin-based 

chemotherapy, the 112 patients with adeno- and adenosquamous carcinomas 

had a similar overall survival (p = 0.459) compared the 842 patients with 

squamous cell carcinoma. 



In earlier studies, prognostic factors in loco-regionally advanced cervix cancer considered were just FIGO stage (2009) 
and histology: neither tumour volume (in >2A) nor lymph-nodes were considered. 

In this study, n=206 and mean potential follow-up of 4.4 years, 
the prognostic parameters derived from MRI and PET were also investigated.
At 5 years, OS was 59%. PET (nodes) was the dominant prognostic factor. Corpus 
involvement on MRI was significantly associated with nodal involvement on PET but of 
MRI- only tumor volume related to time to failure and nodal failure. 
However, for local failure adenocarcinoma histology was the most powerful adverse 
prognostic factor. (HR, 4.29)







All patients treated with 
concurrent weekly cis-Plat 
radiotherapy and brachytherapy







N=445; 1b1 – 2a2
Treated by Surgery and Post-op RT n=210

AdenoCa n=082 Rel 18 (22%)

SCC n=128 Rel 23 (18%)

Adeno node negative n=60 Rel 09 (15%)

SCC node negative n=81 Rel 12 (15%)

Adeno node positive n=22 Rel 09 (40%)

SCC node positive n=47 Rel 11 (23%)

Adeno Node negative

Adeno Node positive SCC Node positive

SCC Node negative



2b – 4a Treated by CCRT n=299
AdenoCa n=037 Rel 19   (51%)

SCC n=258 Rel 100 (39%)

Adeno node negative n=13 Rel 05   (38%)

SCC node negative n=126 Rel 30   (24%)

Adeno node positive n=24 Rel 14   (58%)

SCC node positive n=132 Rel 70   (53%)

Adeno Node negative

Adeno Node positive

SCC Node positive

SCC Node negative

Adeno node positivity 65% Vol. (74 cc)

SCC node positivity   51% Vol. (65 cc)
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